ENVI

HEALTHCARE'S
SMARTER
SUPPLY CHAINSM

The new materials management
benchmark for the healthcare market
As an established leader in technology solutions for ambulatory surgery centers,
physician clinics, IDN-affiliated non-acute sites, and a host of other providers,
Inventory Optimization Solutions (IOS) drew on experience gained implementing
materials management systems at more than 4,300 sites nation-wide to develop
its latest innovation, ENVI. With greater power and flexibility, and the ability to
integrate with a broader range of financial and clinical systems than ever before,
ENVI’s unprecedented suite of features marks a bold new phase in the IOS mission
to bring you Healthcare's Smarter Supply ChainSM.

A fully featured MMIS

As a complete materials management information system (MMIS), ENVI brings
improvements to every step of the procurement process from usage tracking to
invoice approval while adding value to your existing systems through customized
interfaces.

Built for the enterprise
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- Manage stock inventories
- Leverage barcode scanners
- Track real-time product use

PURCHASING

Capable of scaling to fit the needs of disparate organizational structures and sizes,
ENVI is particularly well suited for enterprise implementations where a single
technology solution is needed to manage multiple sites and departments accessing a broad portfolio of purchased products. By channeling all purchasing activity
through ENVI’s unified platform, a single organization-wide item and vendor
master allows connected locations to funnel purchases to approved vendors and
gives administrators a clear view into their complete supply chain.
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- Automated PO creation
- 850 and 855 EDI ordering
- Receiving and distribution

REPORTING

- Visibility into supply chain
- Customizable reports
- Data extraction for BI tools

INVOICE APPROVAL

- Electronic 3-way match
- Price compliance tools
- Interface into AP system

ENHANCED CAPABILITIES
FOR NEXT-LEVEL PERFORMANCE
ENVI was built from the ground up with
the needs of the world’s very best healthcare providers in mind. Here are just a few
of the advanced features that will boost
your organization’s productivity while
controlling supply spend.

Supply chain on the move

ENVI is optimized
for use on smart
phones, tablets
and other mobile
devices

As a technology firm, IOS knows that critical business processes
have to function when you’re away from your desk or even from
the office. Our customer-focused solutions have always offered the
ease of use and convenience of web-based accessibility, but with our
newest platform, ENVI, we’ve taken mobility and portability to another level. Now, managing your supply chain from
anywhere in your facility or anywhere around the world is easier than ever before. ENVI is optimized for use on smart phones,
tablets and other mobile devices. With an interface and layout designed specifically for these smaller form-factors you’ll be
able to check stock levels from across the building, approve orders from the road and much, much more.

UNLIMITED APPROVALS

Construct infinitely layered approval paths to route orders
to required reviewers. Set thresholds by dollar amount,
vendor, location and more. Approval notifications can reach
users via email or the ENVI dashboard for quick and easy
processing.

EDI TRANSACTION CAPABILITIES

850 PO—Transmit your orders directly to vendors, bypassing problematic human intervention. Immediate delivery
and 100% accuracy insure your needs are met.
855 Acknowledgement—Receive line-by-line detail of your
order’s status with feedback on backorders or rejected lines
as well as up-front identification of pricing discrepancies.
810 Invoice—Eliminate the need for paper invoices from
capable vendors. Receive your invoice in the quickest way
possible and leverage ENVI’s sophisticated 3-way match tool
to streamline your AP process while gaining access to earlypay discounts.

CUSTOMIZED REPORTING

The ENVI reporting engine not only provides you with a
robust suite of preconfigured reports, but also gives you the
power to add and remove data elements, sort and filter
results exactly as you need, and even save your creation for
later use or to share with others in your organization.

BARCODE SCANNER INTEGRATION

Barcode scanner technology has been added for many
critical functions in ENVI to increase the speed and accuracy
of purchasing and inventory control processes.

SYSTEM INTERFACING

With a new, highly flexible interface engine, ENVI is capable
of outputting crucial data to your existing systems, enhancing the value of your total information technology investment and enabling even greater efficiency and control in
your processes. Invoices matched within ENVI can be
output directly into your accounts payable system,
pre-coded with your unique GL codes, ready to pay. Item
and price data can be sent downstream to your clinical
system to insure parity between both systems’ item master
files for easier preference card management and accurate
case costing analysis.

AP System
Clinical System

TRACK LOT, SERIAL & EXPIRATION

Monitor the purchase, receipt and use of sensitive supplies
such as implants, pharmaceuticals and tissue with lot and
serial tracking. Prevent costly waste by proactively identifying items set to outdate through expiration tracking.
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